Playing shirts
The purpose of this policy is to alleviate any misrepresentation of Glenmore Park
Football Club (GPFC). It is also the purpose of this policy to maintain the quality of
the GPFC playing shirt(s) and to alleviate the loss of any playing shirt(s) to GPFC.
For the purpose of this policy the term "playing shirt" is defined as the shirt that is
supplied by GPFC and worn by any player registered with GPFC during any
scheduled game by Nepean Football Association (NFA), Football NSW (FNSW) or
GPFC.
The wearing of any playing shirt by any registered player of GPFC outside the
location of their scheduled game(s) is strictly prohibited. Whilst wearing any GPFC
playing shirt you are a representative of GPFC. No registered player is authorised to
represent GPFC outside the location of their scheduled game(s).
Shirt Management - Teams
At the completion of each match the playing shirts are to be returned to the kit bag
and the Team Manager is responsible to ensure this requirement is followed. The
Team Manager shall be responsible for ensuring someone is allocated each week to
wash and care for the shirts.

How this is managed is left to the Team Manager to determine, a team roster is the
clubs recommended method. It is also recommended that the playing shirts are
returned to the Manager at training to ensure shirts are available for the next match.
Due to a lack of facilities for female footballers GPFC will permit female players to
wear their shirts to and from games and be responsible for the management of their
shirt during the season returning it to the manager at the end of season. Normal
penalties will apply to players who do not return shirts or return shirts that have been
damaged outside the course of normal football wear and tear.
Playing shirts are not to be worn for training purposes.
It is the responsibilities of all at GPFC to maintain the quality of the playing shirts.
The proper procedure for laundering the GPFC playing shirts is to only wash the
playing shirts in cold water. Under no circumstances are the playing shirts to be
tumble dried. At the conclusion of the season teams are to launder their playing
shirts using this procedure, in addition the shirts should be washed using fabric
softener to maintain freshness during storage over the warmer months.
GPFC acknowledges that some players may have allergies to certain products and
may need to launder their own shirt.
At the conclusion of the Winter Football season the teams Coach or Manager is to
return the playing shirts neatly folded in the bag that they were issued in at the
beginning of the season to the GPFC Equipment Officer.
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Players failing to return their shirt at the end of the Winter Season will be required to
reimburse $50 to GPFC. Failure to reimburse GPFC for non returned shirts will result
in individuals and/or teams being stood down from the following season by the club
and/or placed on the unfinancial register with the NFA and FNSW.
Sponsored Shirts

Sponsored shirts remain the property of GPFC for the period of the sponsorship
(e.g. 3 years). It is the responsibility of the team manager to liaise with the
Equipment Officer to verify as to whether the sponsorship has ended or is
ongoing. Once a sponsorship has ended the playing shirts will be returned to the
team for their use and are no longer considered GPFC property
Borrowing of GPFC Shirts to Participate in Non Scheduled Winter Season
Competitions
Should any individual or team wish to loan a set of GPFC playing shirts for any
Football competition outside the scheduled Winter season must first seek written
approval from the GPFC Committee.
The loan of a set of GPFC playing shirts is under the condition that the person who
the shirts are issued to is a current registered member of GPFC. Playing shirts will
only be issued in a full set, individual playing shirts or half sets will not be issued.
Non compliance to the policy will require teams to reimburse $50 to GPFC for each
playing shirt not returned to the club. Failure to reimburse GPFC for non returned
shirts will result in individuals and/or teams being stood down from games by the club
and/or placed on the unfinancial register.
Participation in Non Scheduled Winter Season Competitions
Teams representing GPFC in both scheduled and non scheduled winter competitions
must wear only the GPFC approved playing strip unless previous written permission
has been sought with and approved by the GPFC Committee. This includes and is
not limited to team photos and opening ceremonies. Failure to comply with this policy
may result in the team being banned from representing GPFC in both scheduled and
non scheduled tournaments, being stood down from games during the current or
following NFA winter competitions
Use of GPFC Name/Logo
The GPFC name and logo remains the property of Glenmore Park Football Club.
Teams or individuals wishing to use the name or logo of the club must first seek
written approval from the GPFC Committee. Anybody or team using the GPFC name
or logo with the club’s permission will face disciplinary action from the club.
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